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Abstract. Integrity constraint belief merging aims at producing from several
knowledge bases, that may be mutually inconsistent, a synthetic knowledge base
satisfying a given integrity constraint. It is applied here to case combination for
case-based reasoning. This approach is shown to extend Eyke Hüllermeier’s credible case-based inference and to be reducible under some assumptions to linear
programming.

1 Introduction
Case-based reasoning (CBR [1]) aims at solving problems thanks to a set of previously
solved problems accompanied with their solutions (the source cases). At least, two general approaches of CBR exist. The first one consists in the adaptation of a sole retrieved
case. The second one consists in the combination of k ≥ 1 retrieved cases. Actually,
case combination is a generalization of case adaptation: this latter is a case combination
with k = 1.
In [2], an approach to adaptation based on a belief revision operator, the so-called
conservative adaptation, is presented. A belief revision operator ∔ associates to two
knowledge bases A and B a knowledge base A ∔ B that entails B and keeps as much
as possible from A. Conservative adaptation of a source case Sr e by a target case Tgt
consists in a revision txt(Sr e) ∔ txt(Tgt) where txt(Sr e) and txt(Tgt)
are respectively Sr e and Tgt interpreted according to the domain knowledge.
Now, belief revision is generalized by integrity constraint (IC) belief merging [3]
that integrates several knowledge bases altogether with constraints.
The purpose here is to substitute belief revision by IC belief merging in conservative
adaptation to define a case combination approach.
After the introduction of a running example and a preliminary section, the IC belief merging theory is presented in section 4 and its application to case combination in
section 5. Section 6 shows that credible case-based inference [4] is a kind of case combination. The computation of belief merging in numerical spaces is studied in section 7,
before a related work review and the conclusion.

2 Introduction of the running example
Assume you have an egg allergic guest and you have the experience of some dishes that
can be made without eggs. Your guest loves chocolate and chocolate mousse would be

a perfect desert, even if you don’t have an egg-free recipe at disposal. Several recipes
–the source cases Sr ei – can be combined to solve the target case Tgt:

Tgt: egg-free chocolate mousse recipe
Sr e1 : chocolate mousse recipe
Sr e2 : egg-free Chantilly recipe
Sr e3 : egg-free chocolate cream recipe
The expected solution would be to follow the main lines from Sr e1 but to substitute
the egg-snow by egg-free Chantilly from Sr e2 and the chocolate mix –that contains
egg yolks– by the chocolate cream from Sr e3 .

3 Preliminaries
3.1 Set theory notations
A boolean interpretation I on a set of variables V = {a1 , a2 , . . . , an } is a mapping
from V to the set of boolean values B = {true, false}. It can be assimilated to
(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Bn where I(ai ) = xi for i = 1 to n. Thus, the models [f ℄ of a formula
f –the set of the interpretations satisfying f – is assimilated to a subset of U = Bn . Following the principle of irrelevance of syntax, the formulas are assimilated in this paper
to their models and thus to subsets of U. In particular conjunction ∧, entailment , and
logical equivalence ≡ represent intersection ∩, inclusion ⊆, and set equality = on subsets of U. More precisely, [f ∧ g ℄ = [f ℄ ∩ [g ℄, f  g iff [f ℄ ⊆ [g ℄, and f ≡ g iff
[f ℄ = [g ℄.
Propositional logic can then be generalized considering any set U, in particular
attribute-values formalisms correspond to sets of the kind U = D1 × . . . × Dn where
D1 , . . . , Dn are more elementary sets like integers Z, positive real numbers R+ , etc.
In order to ease the reading, a variable xi that can take any value from Di is just
written ’_’, eg. if n = 3 and a1 ∈ D1 , a3 ∈ D3 , {(a1 , _, a3 , )} = {(a1 , x2 , a3 ) | x2 ∈
D2 }. So, U = {(_, _, _)}.
3.2 Metric spaces
Definition 1. A pseudo-distance1 on a set U is a function d : U × U → [0; +∞]
satisfying the separation axiom:
for any x, y ∈ U, d(x, y) = 0 iff x = y
A distance on U is a pseudo-distance on U taking only finite values (for any x, y ∈
U, d(x, y) < +∞) that satisfies the symmetry axiom:
for any x, y ∈ U, d(x, y) = d(y, x)
1

We slightly abuse words here as this may not be in agreement with common definition of
pseudo-distance.

and the triangular inequality:
for any x, y, z ∈ U, d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)
A (pseudo-)metric space is a pair (U, d) where d is a (pseudo-)distance on the set U.
2U denotes the set of subsets of U. A pseudo-distance d on U is extended on subsets
of U as follows:

A

d(A, y) = inf d(x, y)
x∈A

B

A

y

d(A, B) =

inf

x∈A,y∈B

d(x, y) = inf d(A, y)
y∈B

where A, B ∈ 2U , and x, y ∈ U (note that d : 2U × 2U → [0; +∞] is not necessary a
pseudo-distance).
A ∈ 2U is bounded if there exists K ∈ R+ such that for each x, y ∈ A, d(x, y) ≤
K. Given a pseudo-distance on U, x, y ∈ U and r ∈ [0; +∞], the right closed ball of
center x and radius r is the set BrU (x) = {y ∈ U | d(x, y) ≤ r} and the left closed ball
U
of center y and radius r is the set B ′ r (y) = {x ∈ U | d(x, y) ≤ r}. The distinction
between these two definitions is relevant when d is not symmetrical, otherwise they are
equal.
Definition 2. A (pseudo-)discrete metric space (U, d) is a (pseudo-)metric space such
that, for any x ∈ U and r ∈ [0; +∞[, BrU (x) and B ′ U
r (x) are finite.
This definition is stronger than the usual definition of (pseudo-)discrete metric space
U
which states that for any x ∈ U, there is an r > 0 such that BrU (x) = B ′ r (x) = {x}.
If (U, d) is discrete then for A, B two subsets of U, if A is bounded, then A is finite
and d(A, B) = d(A, y) for some y ∈ B. Moreover {z ∈ U | d(A, z) = 0} = A (i.e. A
is closed).
To avoid continuity issues, like no minimum for a distance, only discrete spaces will
be considered in the following. In particular R will be approximated by decimals of a
fixed maximum length.
3.3

CBR: Definitions and Hypotheses

Cases and domain knowledge. Case-based reasoning (CBR) aims at solving problems
of a given application domain with the help of previous solving episodes, or cases.
In this paper, these notions are formalized as follows. Let Upb and Usol be two sets:
x ∈ Upb is a problem instance, X ∈ Usol is a solution instance. A problem pb is a
class of problem instances: pb ∈ 2Upb . A solution sol is a class of solution instances:
sol ∈ 2Usol .
Let U = Upb × Usol . A case is a subset of U. A singleton case is a case with only
one element: Case = {(x, X)}. Given x and Case, a problem instance and a case,
Φx (Case) denotes the projection of x on solution instances:
Φx (Case) = {X ∈ Usol | (x, X) ∈ Case}

In particular, if Case = {(x, X)} is a singleton case then Φx (Case) = {X}.
The relationship stating that a solution sol solves a problem pb is formalized by a
binary relation
on U = Upb × Usol : pb is solved by sol if, for every x ∈ pb exists
X ∈ sol such that x
X.
is not assumed to be completely known. By contrast, it is assumed that a finite
set of cases, the case base CB and some domain knowledge are available, and that any
case of the case base CB –called a source case and denoted by Sr e– has the following
property: for each x ∈ Upb , if Φx (Sr e) 6= ∅ then there exists X ∈ Φx (Sr e) such
that x
X (see figure 1).
Usol

Sr e

Φx (Sr e)

{(x, X) | x

X}

x

Upb

Fig. 1. A source case Sr e.

The target case, denoted by Tgt, is the case for which the solution part has to be
made more precise by the current CBR session. In general, before the CBR inference,
nothing is known about this solution: Tgt = tgt × Usol with tgt ∈ 2Upb , the target
problem (Fig. 2). A singleton target problem is a target problem with only one element:
tgt = {x0 }.
The domain knowledge states that some pairs (x, X) are not licit: x 6 X. Thus,
it corresponds to a necessary condition for x
X. It is formalized by a subset DK of
U = Upb × Usol and satisfies the implication: x
X implies (x, X) ∈ DK (or, by
contraposition, (x, X) 6∈ DK implies x 6 X). For Case, a given case, its elements
(x, X) that are not consistent with DK have not to be considered (they are known to
be illicit). Thus, Case is to be considered in conjunction with DK, i.e. in its context
txt(Case) = DK ∩ Case. If no domain knowledge is available, then DK = U: every
pair (x, X) ∈ U is a priori licit.
Case-based inference. Given a target case Tgt, a case base CB and the domain knowledge DK ⊆ U, the case-based inference aims at proposing a case SolvedTgt that makes
Tgt more precise (Fig. 2):

DK ∩ SolvedTgt ⊆ DK ∩ Tgt

(1)

Two main approaches for this inference are described in the CBR literature. The
first one is based on adaptation and the second one on combination.
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Fig. 2. Result of a CBR session, Tgt has been specialized into SolvedTgt.

3.4 Formalization of the example
The cooking problem specification consists in the three following conditions: whether
the dish is frothy, whether it contains eggs, and whether it contains chocolate. Upb =
U 1 × U2 × U3 .
Only the ingredient amounts and the volume of froth will be considered for the
solution. All the values are taken for a single serving –which explains the real values
for the eggs number. Usol = U4 × U5 × . . . × U9 . And finally U = Upb × Usol . The
cases values are given in table 1.

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7
U8
U9

=B
=B
=B
=R
=R
=R
=R
=R
=R

attribute
Tgt Sr e1 Sr e2 Sr e3
is frothy
true true true false
has eggs
false true false false
has chocolate
true true false true
froth volume (ml)
_
200
225
0
number of eggs
_
0.67
0
0
chocolate mass (g)
_
35
0
25
cream mass (g)
_
10
0
125
sugar mass (g)
_
65
50
_
soya volume (ml)
_
0
170
0

Table 1. Formalization of the egg free chocolate mousse example.

The domain knowledge is given by DK:

DK = RvFroth ∩ RhasFroth ∩ RhasEggs ∩ RhasCho

olate

where RvFroth states that the froth obtained from an egg is at most 200 ml and 220 ml
from 170 ml of soya milk (220/170 ≃ 1.32):
RvFroth = {(_, _, _, vFroth, eggs, _, _, _, soya) |vFroth ≤ 200×eggs+1.32×soya}

RhasFroth , RhasEggs , and RhasCho olate force hasFroth (resp. hasEggs and
hasCho olate) to be true only when there is froth (resp. eggs and chocolate) in the
recipe:
RhasFroth = {(hasFroth, _, _, vFroth, _, _, _, _, _) |

hasFroth = true iff vFroth 6= 0}
RhasEggs = {(_, hasEggs, _, _, eggs, _, _, _, _) |hasEggs = false iff eggs = 0}
RhasCho olate = {(_, _, hasCho olate, _, _, ho olate, _, _, _) |
hasCho olate = false iff ho olate = 0}
Therefore, the fifth component of DK ∩ Tgt is (DK ∩ Tgt)5 = 0.
The following distance d is defined on U, for x, y ∈ U, by:
d(x, y) = dpb (x, y) + dsol (x, y)
(
3
X
0 if xi = yi
wi ×
dpb (x, y) =
1
otherwise
i=1
dsol (x, y) =

9
X

wi |yi − xi |

i=4

The choice of the weights wi reflects the relative importance of the different dimensions. In particular here, the eggs and soya milk are used to generate froth, thus froth’s
dimension should get a higher importance than egg’s and soya’s.

4 Integrity Constraint Belief Merging
The following scenario illustrates the notion of integrity constraint belief merging. Let
us consider an agent that has some knowledge about the world that he/she considers to
be inviolable: this is his/her integrity constraints (IC). Now, he/she receives from several
sources some knowledge about the world. Taking the conjunction of all these sources
does not necessarily lead to a knowledge base consistent with the IC of the agent.
Various operators may be used to merge these sources of knowledge in a result
consistent with the integrity constraints. Such an IC merging operator should satisfy
some postulates [3], as it is explained in section 4.1. A straightforward generalization
of this work to a more general formalism is presented in section 4.2. Then, an example
of IC merging operator is presented (section 4.3).
4.1 IC Merging in Propositional Logic
The definition below is a reformulation from [3], with substitution of propositional
formulas on V by subsets of Bn :
Definition 3. Let U = Bn . An IC merging operator on U is a mapping △ : (IC, M ) 7→
△IC (M ), where IC ∈ 2U is the integrity constraint and M –the set of beliefs to
be merged– is a finite multi-set of non empty subsets of U, satisfying the following
postulates:

(△-1) △IC (M ) ⊆ IC
(△-2) If IC
T 6= ∅ then △IC (M ) 6= ∅
T
(△-3) If M ∩ IC 6= ∅ then △IC (M ) = M ∩ IC
(△-4) If A1 ⊆ IC and A2 ⊆ IC then
△IC ({A1 , A2 }) ∩ A1 6= ∅ iff △IC ({A1 , A2 }) ∩ A2 6= ∅
(△-5) △IC (M1 ) ∩ △IC (M2 ) ⊆ △IC (M1 ∪ M2 )
(△-6) If △IC (M1 ) ∩ △IC (M2 ) 6= ∅ then △IC (M1 ∪ M2 ) ⊆ △IC (M1 ) ∩ △IC (M2 )
(△-7) △IC1 (M ) ∩ IC2 ⊆ △IC1 ∩IC2 (M )
(△-8) If △IC1 (M ) ∩ IC2 6= ∅ then △IC1 ∩IC2 (M ) ⊆ △IC1 (M )
where IC, IC1 , IC2 , A1 , A2 ∈ 2U , A1 6= ∅, A2 6= ∅ and M , M1 , and M2 are three
multisets of non empty subsets of U. M1 ∪ M2 denotes the multi-set union of M1 and
M2 .
Note that there is another postulate in [3] that expresses the principle of irrelevance
of syntax. By working on interpretations the independence to the syntax is already implied, thus this postulate is reformulated in the following tautology: if M1 = M2 and
IC1 = IC2 then △IC1 (M1 ) = △IC2 (M2 ).
IC merging and belief revision. Belief revision is usually presented as the change of an
agent belief A after some facts B are known by him. Some beliefs in A may have to be
left as being in contradiction with B but others may not have interference and should
be kept. The resulting belief A ∔ B should entail B and keep “as much as possible”
of A. The notion of IC merging can be considered as a generalization of the notion of
revision in the sense that if ∔ is defined by
A ∔ B = △B ({A})

(2)

with △ an IC merging operator, then ∔ satisfies the postulates of revision (i.e., the
postulates of the “AGM theory” [5], that have been applied to propositional logic in [6]).

4.2 Generalization
The definition of an IC merging operator on a given set U is the same as definition 3,
except that U is any set, not necessarily Bn .
Definition 4. A pre-IC merging operator on a set U is a mapping △ : (IC, M ) 7→
△IC (M ), where IC ∈ 2U and M is a finite multi-set of subsets of U, satisfying the
postulates (△-1), (△-3) to (△-8), and (△-2′ ) a weakened version of (△-2):
(△-2′ ) If IC 6= ∅ and every set in M is bounded, then △IC (M ) 6= ∅
Definition 5. An IC merging operator is a pre-IC merging operator that satisfies postulate (△-2).

4.3 Example of pre-IC Merging Operator
The operator presented in this section is inspired from one of the DA2 operators [3].
Let (U, d) be a pseudo-metric space. Let dΣ be the function associating to the pair
(M, y) –where M is a finite multiset of subsets of U, and y ∈ U– the real number
X
dΣ (M, y) =
d(A, y)
A∈M

U

Σ

Σ

For IC ∈ 2 , let d (M, IC) = inf d (M, y). Let △d,Σ be the operator defined as
y∈IC

follows:


Σ
Σ
△d,Σ
IC (M ) = y ∈ IC | d (M, y) = d (M, IC)

Proposition 1. If (U, d) is discrete, △d,Σ satisfies the postulates (△-1), (△-2′ ), (△-3),
(△-5), (△-6), (△-7), and (△-8).
If d is symmetrical (i.e., it satisfies the symmetry axiom) then △d,Σ satisfies (△-4). It is
then a pre-IC merging operator.
A proof for this proposition is given in appendix.
Note, that (△-2) is not satisfied in general. Consider U = {log(n) | n ∈ N \ {0}}
with d(x, y) = |y − x|, IC = {log(2p) | p ∈ N \ {0}}, M = {A} with A =
{log(2p + 1) | p ∈ N}. Then △d,Σ
IC (M ) = ∅.

5 Case Combination based on a pre-IC Merging Operator
5.1 Conservative Adaptation
Conservative adaptation [2] is an approach to adaptation based on belief revision. Its
principle is to reuse “as much as possible” of Sr e while being consistent with Tgt.
Both Sr e and Tgt must be considered according to domain knowledge DK. As for
belief revision, the meaning of “as much as possible” is variable. The idea is to define
conservative adaptation parameterized by a belief revision operator ∔:

SolvedTgt = (DK ∩ Sr e) ∔ (DK ∩ Tgt)
This inference is called ∔-conservative adaptation.
5.2 △-combination of cases
Definition. Let SCS = {Sr e1 , . . . , Sr ek } be a subset of the case base CB. Let △ be
a pre-IC merging operator on U = Upb × Usol . △-combination of cases is a generalization of ∔-conservative adaptation: ∔ is generalized in △ and the sole selected case is
DK (SCS, Tgt) with
generalized in the set of source cases SCS. Thus, SolvedTgt = CC△

CCDK
△ ({Sr e1 , . . . , Sr ek }, Tgt) = △DK∩Tgt ({DK ∩ Sr e1 , . . . , DK ∩ Sr ek })

(3)

I.e., the contribution of the source cases are merged in a result that specializes the target
case.
DK (SCS, Tgt) is a ∔-conservative adaptation, with ∔
If k = card(SCS) = 1, then CC△
defined by (2).

Properties. In this section, the consequences of the postulates of (pre-)IC merging operators are discussed from a △-combination of cases viewpoint.
(△-1) entails that DK ∩ SolvedTgt ⊆ DK ∩ Tgt which is the property (1) required
for the case-based inference (cf. section 3.3).
(△-2′ ) entails that if the target case is consistent with the domain knowledge –DK ∩
Tgt 6= ∅– and each source case is bounded, –e.g., singleton cases– then DK∩SolvedTgt
is satisfiable. (△-2) is stronger as it does not require the source cases to be bounded.
(△-3) entails that if the cases of SCS are consistent altogether with DK, then
SolvedTgt is the conjunction of DK, Tgt, and every Sr e ∈ SCS.
(△-4) enforces equity between the source cases: if two source cases are consistent
with the target context, then either both of them are taken into account in the combination or none of them.
(△-5) to (△-8) characterize the maximal preservation of the source cases according
to the local decomposition of SCS and Tgt. DK
CC△ ({Sr e1 , Sr e2 }, Tgt)
(△-5) and (△-6) state
Sr e1
DK ({Sr e , Sr e }, Tgt)
CC△
3
4
that if the combination
Sr e3
of two subsets of SCS
Tgt ∩ DK
provide consistent so-Sr e
lutions, then the combi-Sr e
nation of the whole is
CCDK
△ ({Sr e1 , Sr e2 , Sr e3 , Sr e4 }, Tgt)
Sr e4
the conjunction of both
solutions.
Sr e2
(△-7) and (△-8) state
that if Tgt is specialized into Tgt′ that is
consistent with the case
combination for Tgt,
then the case combination for Tgt′ is obtained by conjunction
with Tgt′ .

′
CCDK
△ ({Sr e1 , Sr e2 , Sr e3 }, Tgt )

Sr e1

Tgt′ ∩ DK
Tgt ∩ DK
Sr e3

Sr e2

DK ({Sr e , Sr e , Sr e }, Tgt)
CC△
1
2
3

5.3 Application to the example
Consider the merging operator defined in section 4.3 using the distance d defined in
section 3.4. The values of dimensions Ui for i = 1, 2, 3, 5 are fixed in DK ∩ Tgt, so the
space to be explored for the minima of dΣ corresponds to i = 4, 6, 7, 8, 9.
From the structure of d, it can be shown that the minimum can be searched independently for dimensions Ui with i = 6, 7, 8 as there is no constraint relating their values.
Then the minima does not depend on the weight wi , it is reached for:
x6 = 25

x7 = 10

50 ≤ x8 ≤ 65

U4 , U5 , and U9 are related through RvFroth , the search must then follow this restriction: x4 ≤ 200 × x5 + 1.32 × x9 . As x5 = 0 it becomes: x4 ≤ 1.32 × x9 .

As seen in section 3.4, the volume of froth should be given priority over the ways
to making it. From the structure of dΣ used in △d,Σ , it can be shown that the condition
w4 > 3 × (w9 + w5 ) is enough to ensure that priority (3 for the number of cases and
w9 , w5 because these are the dimensions in competition). Under this assumption, the
minima is obtained for:
x4 = 200
x9 = 165
This result matches with what was expected in section 2: the froth volume and
chocolate mass are close to those of Sr e1 . The use of soya milk to generate froth
is taken from Sr e2 with an adaptation according to the froth volume. Sr e3 had little
influence, however its selection as source case offsets the absence of chocolate in Sr e2 .

6 Application to CCBI
6.1 Credible Case-Based Inference
Assumptions. Credible case-based inference (CCBI [4]) is an approach to CBR for
which the problem-solution relation is assumed to be a partial function: if x
X and
x
X ′ then X = X ′ . Moreover, each source case is a singleton Sr ei = {(xi , Xi )}
and the target case is specified by a singleton target problem: Tgt = {x0 } × Usol .
CCBI is based on the idea that the CBR principle “Similar problems have similar
solutions” can be modeled thanks to dpb , a symmetrical pseudo-distance on Upb , dsol ,
a symmetrical pseudo-distance on Usol , and h, a similarity profile, i.e., a function h :
[0; +∞] → [0; +∞] such that for most x, y ∈ Upb , if x
X and y
Y then
dsol (X, Y ) ≤ h(dpb (x, y))

(4)

Thus, the similarity between solutions is constrained by the similarity between problems.2 A way to learn h from the case base is also described in [4] and it is proven,
under technical assumptions, that the probability of having the constraint (4) violated
converges to 0 as the size of the case base grows.
Definition of CCBI. Given a set SCS of source cases Sr ei = {(xi , Xi )} and a target
problem x0 , if x = xi and y = x0 satisfies (4) for any i, then the solution X0 of x0
satisfies dsol (Xi , X0 ) ≤ h(dpb (xi , x0 )). In other words (Fig. 3):
X0 ∈ CCCBI =

\

Usol
Bh(d
(Xi )
pb (xi ,x0 ))

(5)

i

Therefore, SolvedTgt = {x0 } × CCCBI solves Tgt.
This inference is only credible and not certain since (4) is only satisfied for most
x, y ∈ Upb .
2

In fact, CCBI is introduced in [4] thanks to similarity measures Spb and Ssol on Upb and Usol ,
but the definition presented in the current paper is equivalent. Indeed, a similarity measure S
on U verifying S(x, y) = 1 iff x = y can be defined thanks to a pseudo-distance d on U by
1
S(x, y) = 1+d(x,y)
and vice-versa.

X1
h(r1 )

X2
h(r2 )
X3

CCCBI

h(r3 )
Usol
x3
r3
x
x1
r1

x2
r2

Upb

Fig. 3. Credible Case-Based Inference.

6.2 △d,Σ -combination of cases extends CCBI
Proposition 2. CCBI assumption about the case base is made (cf. section 6.1).
Let d be the pseudo-distance on U = Upb × Usol defined for (x, X), (y, Y ) ∈ U by
d((x, X), (y, Y )) = max{h(dpb (x, y)), dsol (X, Y )}
Let CCCBI be the result of CCBI, and C△d,Σ be the result of the △d,Σ -combination
of cases without domain knowledge (DK = U):
CCCBI =

n
\

Usol
Bh(d
(Xi )
pb (xi ,x0 ))

i=1



SCS
,
Tgt
)
(
C△d,Σ = Φx0 CCU
d,Σ
△

If CCBI provides a consistent result –CCCBI 6= ∅– then it coincides with the △d,Σ case combination:
CCCBI = C△d,Σ
A proof for this proposition is given in appendix.

7 Computing IC merging in numerical spaces
The computation of the merging △d,Σ
IC (M ) is considered in this section with the assumptions:

– U = D1 ×. . .×Dn with Di an interval of Z or of R.
n
X
wi |yi − xi |.
– For x, y ∈ U d(x, y) =
i=1

– IC can be defined by a finite set of linear inequalities.
– M = {A1 , . . . , Ap } and every Aj can also be defined by a finite set of linear
inequalities.

The computation of △d,Σ
IC (M ) is equivalent to the minimization of the function
y 7→ dΣ (M, y) under the constraint y ∈ IC.
Proposition 3. The computation of △d,Σ
IC (M ) is reducible to a linear programming
problem [7].
Sketch of proof. Minimizing dΣ (M, y) is reducible to minimizing

p X
n
X

wi |yi − xji |

j=1 i=1

under the constraints xj ∈ Aj . It is itself reducible to minimizing

p X
n
X

wi zij with the

j=1 i=1

additional constraints: zij ≥ yi − xji and zij ≥ xji − yi , which is a linear programming
problem.

This property shows that if every Di is an interval of R, i.e. it is reducible to a
real linear programming problem, then the computation cost is polynomial in n × p. If
any Di is a subset of Z it is a mixed integer linear programming (which is an NP-hard
problem).
In particular, the running example of this paper has been computed this way (cf. section 5.3): the boolean dimensions are replaced by the integer interval [0, 1]Z = {0, 1}.

8 Conclusion, Related work, and Future work
The main contribution of this paper is to define an approach to case combination based
on an IC belief merging operator. It can be applied to case adaptation as a particular
case combination. It is shown to extend credible case-based inference. This approach
is, a priori, applicable to any formalism on which a pre-IC merging operator can be
defined, eg. a pseudo-metric space. Provided that cases are represented by numerical
attributes and that the constraints and the distance are linear, belief merging can be
reduced to linear programming. The complexity is then polynomial if there are only
real value attributes (linear programming) and NP-hard otherwise (mixed integer linear
programing). In propositional logic, IC merging and thus △-combination is NP-hard,
see [3].
Ongoing works are the implementation of a case combination based on an IC merging
operator as defined in section 7, with the purpose of experimentation. The possibility to
reduce other merging operators to linear programming should be investigated too.
As future work a systematic comparison with other case combination approaches
should be performed. The convergence of these approaches should be investigated to

determine in particular which ones can be covered by an IC merging operator. The following criteria –inspired by the case combination approaches review given in [8]– can
guide the comparison: how is structured the participation of each source case, whether
the source cases are reused simultaneously or iteratively, and how the consistency is
maintained.
Different ways of structuring the combination exist. Static structures as in Decentralized CBR (D Z CBR) [9] where a set of contexts (or viewpoints) is set for the system.
Every context generates a local solution according to its local domain knowledge and
adaptation knowledge. Structure contained in cases as in D ÉJÀ V U where the problem solving episodes are decomposed into a hierarchy of cases from the most abstract
one that gives the main frame of the solution to the most concrete ones that solve subproblems. Coverage of the target case by a set of source cases as in IDIOM [10] and
COMPOSER [11] –a source case represent a partial solution with constraints for its
inclusion in a global solution. In the approach presented in this paper all the source
cases are equally considered, no explicit structure appears.
While COMPOSER, D Z CBR, and the approach presented in this paper reuse the
cases simultaneously, D ÉJÀ V U and IDIOM do it iteratively. In D ÉJÀ V U the resolution of a new query starts from the reuse of an abstract source case and is iterated on the
resulting subproblems. In IDIOM a solution is built by iteratively incorporating source
cases. A further investigation could be to investigate the possibility to express this approach to an iteration of conservative adaptation3 and to relate it to a combination based
on an IC merging operator.
Finally the approaches can be distinguished by the way the consistency is maintained. In D Z CBR bridge rules between the contexts enforce the coherence of the local
solutions altogether to form a global solution. IDIOM and COMPOSER use a conflict
resolution algorithm. In our approach the inconsistencies between cases are managed
by an IC merging operator. This motivates the investigation of relationships between
conflict resolution and IC merging.

Appendix
Proof of property 1
(△-1) The satisfaction of (△-1) is straightforward from the definition of
△d,Σ
(M ).
IC T
T
(△-3) If M ∩ IC 6= ∅, let y be an element of M ∩ IC, y ∈ A for any A ∈ M ,
thus d(A, y) = 0 and dΣ (M, y) = 0. So dΣ (M, IC) = 0 and y ∈ △d,Σ
IC (M ).
Σ
On the other way round, if y ∈ △d,Σ
(M
),
then
d
(M,
y)
=
0
and
d(A, y) = 0
IC
for any A ∈ M (d(A, y) ≥ 0 for any A). The discretion assumption of (U, d)
U
implies then that y ∈ A. Indeed, consider the set {x ∈ A | d(x, y) ≤ 1} ⊆ B ′ 1 (y),
it is finite and since d(A, y) < 1 it is not empty, thus d(A, y) is reached for an
x ∈ A. d(x, y) = 0 which implies by the separation assumption that y ∈ A.
T
Finally, y ∈ M and by definition of △d,Σ
IC (M ) y ∈ IC which entails the result.
3

I.e.. first computing SolvedTgt1 = txt(Sr e1 ) ∔
SolvedTgti+1 = txt(Sr ei ) ∔ txt(SolvedTgti ).

txt(Tgt) and then iteratively

d,Σ
(△-5) and (△-6) Their satisfaction is obvious when △d,Σ
IC (M1 ) ∩ △IC (M2 ) = ∅.
d,Σ
d,Σ
In the contrary, let y be an element of △IC (M1 ) ∩ △IC (M2 ),

dΣ (M1 , IC) + dΣ (M2 , IC) = dΣ (M1 , y) + dΣ (M2 , y)

≥ inf dΣ (M1 , z) + dΣ (M2 , z) ≥ dΣ (M1 ∪ M2 , IC)
z∈IC

However

dΣ (M1 , IC) + dΣ (M2 , IC) = inf dΣ (M1 , z) + inf dΣ (M2 , z)
z∈IC
z∈IC

Σ
Σ
≤ inf d (M1 , z) + d (M2 , z) ≤ dΣ (M1 ∪ M2 , IC)
z∈IC

Thus all the inequalities can be replace by equalities, in particular the lower bound
of dΣ (M1 , z) + dΣ (M2 , z) for z ∈ IC is dΣ (M1 , y) + dΣ (M2 , y) = dΣ (M1 ∪
M2 , IC), and as for i = 1, 2 dΣ (Mi , z) ≥ dΣ (Mi , y) this lower bound is reached
when dΣ (Mi , z) = dΣ (Mi , y) = dΣ (Mi , IC), ie. z ∈ △d,Σ
IC (M1 ∪ M2 ) iff z ∈
d,Σ
d,Σ
△IC (M1 ) ∩ △IC (M2 ).
(△-7) and (△-8) Similarly, if △d,Σ
IC1 (M ) ∩ IC2 = ∅, the result is obvious.
Otherwise, let y be an element of △d,Σ
IC1 (M ) ∩ IC2 .
dΣ (M, IC1 ) = inf dΣ (M, z) ≤
z∈IC1

inf

z∈IC1 ∩IC2

dΣ (M, z) = dΣ (M, IC1 ∩ IC2 )

dΣ (M, y) = dΣ (M, IC1 ) ≤ dΣ (M, IC1 ∩ IC2 ) ≤ dΣ (M, y)
d,Σ
Thus dΣ (M, IC1 ) = dΣ (M, IC1 ∩IC2 ) and △d,Σ
IC1 (M1 )∩IC2 = △IC1 ∩IC2 (M1 ).
′
(△-2 ) Assume ICT6= ∅ and every set in M is bounded.
If M = ∅ then M = U and according to postulate (△-3), △d,Σ
IC (M ) = IC 6= ∅.
If M 6= ∅, then there exists an A ∈ M , A 6= ∅ and is bounded so finite. Let
r = dΣ (M, IC) + 1 and consider S =S{y ∈ IC | dΣ (M, y) ≤ r}. S is finite,
indeed S ⊆ {y ∈ U | dΣ (A, y) ≤ r} = a∈A BrU (a) which is a finite disjunction
of finite sets. Moreover S 6= ∅ as IC 6= ∅ and the lower bound of x 7→ dΣ (x, M ) on
IC and S are equal. S being finite this lower bound is reached and △d,Σ
IC (M ) 6= ∅.
(△-4) Assume d is symmetrical and consider three sets IC, A1 ⊆ IC and A2 ⊆ IC.
If △d,Σ
IC ({A1 , A2 }) ∩ A1 6= ∅, let y1 be an element of this set.

dΣ ({A1 , A2 }, IC) = dΣ ({A1 , A2 }, y1 ) = d(A1 , y1 ) + d(A2 , y1 )
as y1 ∈ A1 , d(A1 , y1 ) = 0 thus dΣ ({A1 , A2 }, IC) = d(A2 , y1 ). From the discretion assumption, as A2 6= ∅ there is y2 ∈ A2 such that d(y1 , y2 ) = d(y2 , y1 ) =
d(A2 , y1 ).
dΣ ({A1 , A2 }, IC) = d(y1 , y2 ) ≥ d(A1 , y2 ) = dΣ ({A1 , A2 }, y2 )
As y2 ∈ IC dΣ ({A1 , A2 }, y2 ) ≥ dΣ ({A1 , A2 }, IC) thus, there is equality and
d,Σ
y2 ∈ △d,Σ
IC ({A1 , A2 }) which entails that △IC ({A1 , A2 }) ∩ A2 6= ∅.
The other implication is symmetrical.


Proof of property 2
For X ∈ CCCBI , dsol (Xi , X) ≤ h(dpb (xi , x0 )) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so

d((xi , Xi ), (x0 , X)) = h dpb (xi , x0 ) ≤ min d((xi , Xi ), (x0 , Y ))
Y ∈Usol

and

d (CB, (x0 , X)) =
Σ

n
X

d((xi , Xi ), (x0 , X)) ≤

Y ∈Usol

n
X

!

d((xi , Xi ), (x0 , Y ))

i=1


min d((xi , Xi ), (x0 , Y ))

Y ∈Usol

i=1

i=1

≤ min

n 
X

=

min

(x0 ,Y )∈U

dΣ (CB, (x0 , Y ))

CCU△d,Σ (CB, Tgt)

and X ∈ C△d,Σ , which shows that CCCBI ⊆ C△d,Σ .
Thus, (x0 , X) ∈
Moreover, if CCCBI 6= ∅, (ie. there is such an X), then min dΣ (CB, (x0 , Y )) ≤
Y ∈Usol

dΣ (CB, (x0 , X)) and the previous inequalities are equalities. Thus, if Y ∈ Usol minn
n
X
X
Σ
d((xi , Xi ), (x0 , X)). As
imizes d (CB, (x0 , Y )), then
d((xi , Xi ), (x0 , Y )) =
i=1

i=1

for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n d((xi , Xi ), (x0 , Y )) ≥ d((xi , Xi ), (x0 , X)), this means that

d((xi , Xi ), (x0 , Y )) = d((xi , Xi ), (x0 , X)) = h dpb (xi , x0 )

ie. Y ∈ CCCBI , which shows that C△d,Σ ⊆ CCCBI .
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